TITAN SCBA
™
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PRESSURIZATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Remove the second stage regulator from either the waist
strap-mounted or shoulder strap-mounted regulator
holder by pressing the two release buttons simultaneously.

Ensure that the needle on the chest mounted pressure
gauge reads in the green (FULL) zone.

To remove the second stage from the facepiece first
take a deep breath and then press the top of the manual override button on the second stage regulator.
This stops the flow of air.
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Check the Heads-Up Display (HUD) to ensure that
the display reads full cylinder pressure (all four
green LEDs lit).

Remove the second stage regulator from the facepiece
by pressing the two release buttons simultaneously.
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Fully depress the shutoff button on the second
stage regulator.

Insert the regulator into the Air Klic on the
facepiece such that the HUD display is positioned
on top, and press firmly until you hear both release
buttons snap into place. A CLICK will be heard when
each Air Klic button is properly engaged

Place the second stage back into either the waist
strap-mounted or shoulder strapmounted
regulator holder.
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Verify that the red bypass knob is in the closed position.

Take a sharp, deep breath to activate the regulator,
or press the manual override button on the front of
the regulator. Then, take several breaths to check
the flow of air.
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Fully open the cylinder valve.
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Quickly open and close the bypass valve to ensure that it
is operating properly.

WARNING! Failure to inspect and correctly maintain your SCBA and/or to
replace any damaged components can result in the unit not operating correctly
and will expose the user to serious illness, injury or death. Carefully follow all of
the cleaning and maintenance procedures outlined in the Honeywell TITAN SCBA
Operating and Maintenance Instruction Manual.
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